**ORDERING INFORMATION**

- Integral driver assembly for easy installation
- Lightweight aluminum composite upper reflector minimizes pole stress
- Stainless steel vertical struts
- Round or square upper reflectors available
- Reflector tilts and locks at 0, 15 or 30 degrees
- IP66 construction
- Powder coat finish in 14 standard colors with a polymer primer sealer

**DIMENSIONS**

- **INDC**
  - WT: 45.9 lbs  
  - EPA: INDC-SQ Sail:  
    - $0^\circ = 1.70$
    - $15^\circ = 3.27$
    - $30^\circ = 5.01$
  - INDC-RD Sail:  
    - $0^\circ = 1.46$
    - $15^\circ = 2.89$
    - $30^\circ = 4.28$

- **INDF**
  - WT: 31.5 lbs  
  - EPA: INDF-SQ Sail:  
    - $0^\circ = 0.93$
    - $15^\circ = 2.50$
    - $30^\circ = 4.24$
  - INDF-RD Sail:  
    - $0^\circ = 0.69$
    - $15^\circ = 2.12$
    - $30^\circ = 3.51$

**FIXTURE FINISH**

- **Standard Colors**
  - WH: Arctic White
  - BL: Black
  - BLT: Matte Black
  - DGN: Dark Green
  - DB: Dark Bronze
  - TT: Titanium
  - WDB: Weathered Bronze
  - MDB: Metallic Bronze
  - VBU: Verde Blue
  - CRT: Corten
  - MAL: Matte Aluminum
  - MG: Medium Grey
  - AGN: Antique Green
  - LG: Light Grey

- **Premium Colors**
  - SHK: Shamrock
  - SPP: Salt and Pepper
  - SFM: Seafoam
  - WCP: Weathered Copper
  - RAL: Provide a RAL 4-digit color number

**CUSTOM COLOR**

- Please provide color chip for matching

**OPTIONS**

- **INDA/INDF**
  - **CFH**: Color filter holder attached to the fixture. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
  - **SR**: Two aluminum rings attached to the fixture. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
  - **CDC**: Center deflector cone for round reflector. Provides a wider light distribution. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
  - **AD5**: Cast aluminum adapter for the PMAT arm to slip over a 5" O.D. pole. Factory installed.

- **INDC**
  - **CDC**: Center deflector cone for round reflector. Provides a wider light distribution. Factory installed.
  - **SR**: Two aluminum rings attached to the fixture. Factory installed.
  - **CFH**: Color filter holder attached to the fixture includes solid rings. Factory installed.

**LAMP/BALLAST**

- **30LED-WW**: Warm white (3000K)
- **30LED-NW**: Neutral white (4000K)
- **30LED-BW**: Bright white (5000K)

**MOUNTING**

- **WMA**: Wall mounted arm, 10 lbs. EPA: 0.68
- **PMAT**: Twin pole mount arm, slips over a 4" O.D. pole or tenon, 14 lbs. EPA: 0.83

**REFLECTOR-UPPER**

- **RD**: 30" Round upper reflector
- **SQ**: 30" Square upper reflector

**OPTIONS**

- **CFH**: Color filter holder attached to the fixture. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
- **SR**: Two aluminum rings attached to the fixture. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
- **CDC**: Center deflector cone for round reflector. Provides a wider light distribution. Factory installed. **INDA only**.
- **AD5**: Cast aluminum adapter for the PMAT arm to slip over a 5" O.D. pole. Factory installed. **INDA only**.

SPP (Sensor Control Programmable) pole accessory is available to provide occupancy detection for outdoor applications meeting California Title 24. For complete spec sheet and ordering information, visit www.aal.net/products/sensor_control_programmable/